1. Introduction: The Internet and the New Concept of Commerce

In the last twenty years, rapid technological change has had a great impact on the creation and proliferation of new forms of commerce. Such commerce is mainly based on knowing as much as possible about each targeted person, so that he/she can be offered a product or service according to his/her preferences and location.

The expansion of the Internet has facilitated the mass collection and storage of personal data. Commercial companies have seen this phenomenon as the best tool to reach the highest number of consumers and as a means to considerably increase their sales.

While users have taken advantage of this fascinating tool (which makes available information from all over the world, enables contact between persons separated by great distances, and simplifies any kind of commercial and recreational operation) companies have found an incentive in acquiring precise information about potential customers online.

The "Internet giants" are behind all of this entire web of interests. These are companies that have been placed in an intermediate position between the interesting information for the user and the attractive data for marketing and advertising companies. They are the Internet search engines.

Today, Google is the search engine par excellence. In fact, this company has eclipsed other search engines such as Yahoo Search! or Bing, constituting its own virtual monopoly. But Google is not only the most popular search engine in the net, but also one of the top-three email providers, a social network, and the owner of both Blogger and the biggest video platform online – Youtube. Hence, considering that the main objective of Google is the collection and storage of the greatest amount of data in order to sell this to marketing companies afterwards, Google’s competitors are no longer other search engines but the other Internet giants, such as Facebook, Twitter, Microsoft, and Apple.

Accordingly, this study will first examine the impact of the privacy policy that Google adopted on 1 March 2012. After that, the present analysis will look at a few controversial practices resulting from Google’s collection and storage of personal data. In particular, it will examine behavioral advertising, the right to be forgotten, and the frequent link between the main Internet companies like Google, with government and law enforcement agencies. This study seeks to highlight some of the main controversial aspects between the massive processing of data from Google (for informational, commercial, or security purposes), and the right to data protection and privacy, according to both future European and US laws.

2. Google’s New Privacy Policy

Companies’ privacy legislation is mainly adopted through self-regulation, namely, they decide on the privacy clauses that they apply to their users. Companies are entitled to decide which kind of information to take, when cookies will be installed and, in general, the company’s privacy standards. In this regard, on 24 January 2012, Google decided to launch a new privacy policy, which came into force on 1 March 2012. This new policy replaces the more than 60 different policies with which Google previously had to comply, and it consists of integrating user data introduced into the net every time a person uses any of Google’s platforms: Gmail, Google Maps, Google Apps, Blobber, Chrome, Android, Youtube and Google+, among others.

In terms of the EU’s legal framework, the new privacy policy is being reviewed by the DPA of the various member states, which unsuccessfully asked to postpone the change in policy coming into force until it could have been properly examined and determined that it did not clash with European and national laws. However, Google justified the rush in...
adapting its privacy policy as being necessary to simplify its services, as well as to improve users’ experience every time they use its platforms.

After the Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL) sent Google an 18-page letter requesting the above postponement, together with an extended annex of 69 questions on its effects, Google answered on 5 April maintaining that its privacy policy was completely legitimate.

In the United States, numerous debates have stemmed from the adoption of the new policy. The Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) lodged a complaint against the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) before the US courts, claiming in particular that the storing of information, or the gaining of access to information already stored, in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user is only allowed on condition that the subscriber or user concerned has given his or her consent, having been provided with clear and comprehensive information, in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC [...]. Of note, the directive set up a system of opt-in (and not opt-out) among member states, which was to be implemented on 25 May 2011 at the latest. Spain has recently transposed the directive through the Spanish Royal Decree 13/2012, which, as of 1 April 2012, has modified former Spanish legislation on telecommunications. Article 22(2) of the decree introduces the requirement of consent by user’s express action, which must be also prior and informed. This new requirement increases users’ control, and in particular, that they may accept or reject the installation of cookies every time they use the Internet.

Accordingly, two big European advertising companies, EASA and IAB, have published “Recommendations on Best Practices” on April 2011. These initiatives were supported by the Vice-president of the Commission Kros [5], but they were not welcomed by the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (hereinafter, Art.29WP), which announced that it would launch a survey on codes of conduct within the field of behavioural advertising in order to establish a basis for the self-regulation system.

Recently, two big events have taken place, which could have consequences in the field of behavioural advertising. First, the European Commission published a Proposal for General Data Protection Regulation on 25 January 2012; and second, the Obama Administration launched the Guidelines on Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights on 23 February 2012.

Likewise, eight members of the US Congress sent a letter to Google, in which they asked for more information related to the change of its privacy policy.

3. The Legitimacy of Google within and beyond the EU

Google has put at users’ disposal all the information they could possibly ever require. However, this information often includes personal data, and this is responsible for several tensions between the right to be informed and an individual’s right to data protection. To be clear, the right to data protection, the right to information, and the right to collective security are not absolute rights.

Therefore, this section will examine how these rights interact with Google’s practices, and how this search engine, due to current legal loopholes, has often sacrificed the right to data protection for the benefit of government and commerce.

3.1. Behavioural Advertising

For many years now, we have been victims of monitoring systems, which have been collecting everything about what we search on the Internet and, surprisingly, it has often been done without our consent (e.g. Google Trends or, more intrusively, the content filters used by Gmail in order to provide personalised advertisements).

Google is and has been one of the main leaders on the Internet in behavioural advertising (alongside Microsoft, Yahoo, Apple, and Facebook). Thus, through so-called “cookies”, which are tiny files installed on a user’s computer, Google controls users’ activities over the Internet, as well as their preferences, tastes and interests. This data is then sold to advertising and marketing industries. For instance, in Minneapolis a man found out that his teen daughter was pregnant when he received baby food and clothes coupons sent to his home by a department store. The girl had not subscribed to that department store’s mailing list, but she had been identified by a system which detects pregnant women’s profiles via their purchases.

In order to avoid situations like the one above, the user occasionally has the possibility to request an opt-out from the website. In other words, the user is able to expressly reject these kinds of personalised advertisements, but here is where the controversy arises. In the United States, this model of opt-out advertisements saw the light of day in 1997 from the Clinton Administration, when the expansion of e-commerce was starting, and it allowed industries to self-regulate their behavioural advertising and their cookies.

However, within the EU legal framework, the user’s prior consent is required before installing cookies in the browser as per e-Directive 2009. In particular, article 5(3) of the directive states that: “Member States shall ensure that the storing of information, or the gaining of access to information already stored, in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user is only allowed on condition that the subscriber or user concerned has given his or her consent, having been provided with clear and comprehensive information, in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC [...].” Of note, the directive set up a system of opt-in (and not opt-out) among member states, which was to be implemented on 25 May 2011 at the latest. Spain has recently transposed the directive through the Spanish Royal Decree 13/2012, which, as of 1 April 2012, has modified former Spanish legislation on telecommunications. Article 22(2) of the decree introduces the requirement of consent by user’s express action, which must be also prior and informed. This new requirement increases users’ control, and in particular, that they may accept or reject the installation of cookies every time they use the Internet.
not established in the Union, where the processing activities are related to: (a) the offering of goods or services to such data subjects in the Union; or (b) the monitoring of their behaviour". In other words, Google would be subject to the Regulation through this extraterritorial clause. Thus, every time Google creates profiles by collecting personal data, the company would have to comply with article 20 of the Regulation. Paragraph 2(c) of article 20 refers to the requirement of consent, which has to be specific, informed and explicit[14] (article 4(8) of the Regulation).

On the other hand, the US Guidelines on the Privacy Bill of Rights opt for a legislative procedure which allows the participation of private sector (including Google) during the drafting of future codes of conduct. The report also refers to the so-called Do-Not-Track (DNT) rules, by which consumers are able to block data collection from Internet companies. In this regards, Mozilla browser already applies DNT technology in its software[6] and it seems that the Digital Advertising Alliance, which includes companies such as Google, which is willing to introduce this technology in the future. However, this alliance has already announced that DNT will only be possible for advertisements focused on a specific sector[7], so even if users’ requests on not being included are taken into account, there will be cases in which these companies will be allowed to keep collecting behavioural data for a variety of purposes[8] (for instance, in the case of the social network Google+), by the option Google+1).

Therefore, it seems that the flexibility of the system proposed by the US could clash with the more rigid legal framework launched by the EU, as regards the requirements for processing behavioural data. The problem is that global enterprises such as Google are more attracted to the US proposal, since it is more flexible, and this could push the EU to make its proposal softer, in order to bring it closer to the US legal approach.

For all that is said above, the tension between both legal orders could be solved through a project launched by Kroes consisting of creating DNT global standards as part of its programme, Digital Agenda for Europe[9]. However, it remains to be seen to what extent companies like Google will influence the drafting of those standards, as well as their efficiency in protecting users’ personal data.

3.2. The Right to be Forgotten

Thanks to Google, users today have access to all kinds of information, from news stories to official documents (even confidential ones). Companies have found on the net an effective way to advertise while users are online, regardless of the user’s location.

However, legal conflict arises when the right of freedom of expression and the right of information (article 20 of the Spanish Constitution) can undermine other fundamental rights, such as the right of data protection and privacy (article 18 of the Spanish Constitution). This was precisely what happened to Dr. Guidotti Russo, a plastic surgeon who was mentioned in a critical article published by the Spanish journal, El País in 1991. The article reported on the legal dispute between Russo and a former patient. The controversy emerged from the fact that Russo, still working as a surgeon today, wanted that article to be removed from Google’s search engine, since everytime someone typed his name into the search engine, the El País article was ranked in the top positions. This negative publicity caused Russo great financial loss to his practice. Despite the Spanish Data Protection Authority’s (DPA) dispute with Google over removing this article from the search results, the link to the controversial article is still available online today[15].

The Russo case is only one of numerous current cases in which both the DPAs and users can be seen as powerless in terms of removing users’ personal data from the net[16]. However, paradoxically, the information Google possesses about its users cannot be discovered by applying the right of access (unlike Facebook, as the Austrian student Mark Schrems let us know)[11]. This was the position of Google UK when it was asked to provide all personal data of one of its users. The company said that Google UK did not process any personal data in relation to the search engine, but that it was processed by Google Inc. instead. It is worth highlighting that Google Inc. is governed by US laws, which do not offer the possibility of invoking the right of access to users’ own personal data[1].

In order to improve the situation where the individual remains powerless to access, modify, or delete his/her personal data on the Internet, the Proposal for General Data Protection Regulation has introduced in article 17 a new concept called “the right to be forgotten”. It consists of enabling users to permanently delete personal data that they no longer wish to be published on the net. The right to be forgotten, thus, seeks to go beyond the right of erasure established in article 12 of Directive 96/46/EC, or in the same way, the rights of opposition and cancellation as stated in articles 16 and 17 of the Spanish LOPJ[18].

This new right is perceived as a threat to companies such as Google, which have been able to abstain from the rights of opposition and cancellation to date because of a current loophole for Internet search engines. In this respect, Google has argued that “the information obtained through its search results belong to third-party webpages, whose access is “postico” and in order to delete the content of such webpages “the information should disappear from the webmaster of that third-party’s webpage[19]”. Besides this, in Europe, Google has tried to escape from legal constraints in this area, arguing that it is the only company that allows its users to send any complaint or suggestion related to the service it offers[20].

The Vice President of the European Commission Viviane Reding has already clarified that in information societies the information society services, such as Google, or social networks shall control the content, conditions and methods of processing of personal data.

In other words, Reding seeks to impose a duty on information society services to act as data controllers. However, she admits that the posting service should also carry out an important role, such as informing the search engine that a user wants his/her data to be removed[12].

With regard to the future responsibility of search engines, Google could get penalties up to the 2% of its annual incomes if it does not delete pictures or other data that an individual has uploaded, but then later wants to remove it[13]. This is the reason why the proposal launched by the European Commission has caused a debate among multinational technology companies with branches in Europe. They have argued that the establishment of the right to be forgotten within the EU could jeopardise more than 15,000 millions of Euros of business in the global economy[14].

Likewise, Google’s privacy lawyer distinguished in his blog the difference between services storing data uploaded by the user...
It is a fact that Big Data offers unquestionable advantages, but a balance between the right of information and collective security on the one hand, and the individual rights of habeas data on the other, is needed.

Moreover, one of the problems emerging from this new concept of the right to be forgotten is deciding what will happen with the subsequent copies of personal data, which remain once the original information has been deleted. Accordingly, Reding has already clarified that only in cases where the data controller has authorised the publication of personal data to a third party, will it be considered responsible for such publication [15].

Finally, it is worth highlighting the potential clash between the right to freedom of expression (as conceived by the US Supreme Court) and the right to be forgotten. Even though the proposed EU regulation predicts a number of exceptions on the enforcement of the right to be forgotten in order to protect the freedom of expression (article 17(3) of the Regulation), the US Supreme Court has expressed that the States are not empowered to adopt legislation that restricts communications (censorship in other words), not even in cases of embarrassing information (e.g. the name of a raped person), as long as this information is collected using legitimate means [13]. But the unanswered question is: What if the victim wants this information to be removed?

3.3 Link with Public Authorities
Together with the right of information and the right to data protection, the right to collective security has had implications regarding the activities Google has carried out in the last ten years. In fact, the line dividing the processing of personal data by public and private entities is becoming increasingly blurred. Originally, the division was clear: private companies collected data for commercial purposes; and government and police authorities processed data with the aim of preventing or fighting crime. However, the rise in international terrorism today has required private companies to provide law enforcement with users’ personal data for counter-terrorist purposes.

Google has admitted that it has given users’ information to the US government, since according to 1986 Electronic Communications Privacy Privacy Act, neither court order nor prior notification to the user are required [16]. Likewise, since 9/11 attacks, the USA Patriot Act allows the US authorities to require any kind of personal information collected by private companies during a counter-terrorism investigation.

With the purpose of reducing users’ insecurity about not knowing where their data is processed, Google created the Transparency Report, which allows users to see the number of governmental requests for their data, as well as the information blocked by governments. The report is classified by semesters and according to the country.

The Transparency Report illustrates how private companies such as Google are gaining important roles in the collection and processing of personal data, since they do not only provide data to other private companies for advertising purposes, but also to the government with the aim of creating profiles of criminal suspects [24].

It is a fact that Big Data offers unquestionable advantages, but a balance between the right of information and collective security on the one hand, and the individual rights of habeas data on the other, is needed [7]. The frequent practice of governments to seize massive amounts of data (not only from suspects or criminals) for security purposes is controversial: Where is the limit? Is the intrusion presumptively proportional and justified as long as it is for “counter-terrorism purposes”? The popular argument "I have nothing to hide" shows the priority of collective security over individual privacy. However, more privacy should not imply less security or vice versa [19], but the key issue is to strike the right balance between both rights.

4. Conclusions
As The New York Times stated, personal data is the fuel of the twenty-first century [20]. Massive technological advances, globalisation of markets, and the enhancement of counter-terrorism measures, are some of the major factors driving the mass collection and processing of personal data, from both public and private entities.

Specifically, this study has analysed the way Google processes personal data in the current digital era. It examined the privacy laws and potential clashes of the EU and the US legal approaches, as well as the limits of responsibility in the processing of personal data. Likewise, new phenomena such as the right to be forgotten or behavioural advertising have been examined, focusing on the EU attempts to safeguard the fundamental right to data protection.

The study has also looked at some controversial data protection issues that have emerged due to the expansion of the most popular search engine, Google, which has vowed to fight where opposing viewpoints clash: First, the right of information and freedom of speech; second, the collective security in a world invaded by terrorism and criminality; and third, the duty to protect personal data and individuals’ privacy, whose data are constantly collected and processed by private and public actors.

Maybe, one day we will be able to speak about global standards on data protection as proposed in the Madrid Declaration in 2009, considering that data protection is already part of all current legislative agendas. Now it remains to be seen to what extent companies such as Google are involved in the decision making, and how it could affect to the protection of our personal data.
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4 For an exhaustive study regarding the right to be forgotten, see [16].

5 This is the case of PNR agreements, by which airline companies provide passengers’ data to the US, Canadian and Australian authorities; or SWIFT agreement, by which this entity send financial data of EU citizens to the US authorities. Both agreements have its rationale in preventing and combating terrorism. 

6 See the debate behind this argument in [18].

